
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a strategist. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for strategist

Evolve and deploy a proprietary framework for planning content rooted in
marketing results throughout the year
Translate brainstorm outputs into an actionable content plan that drives both
organic and paid programs
Work with the CRM team to ensure 1st party data is activated across all
media buying platforms and in alignment with CRM acquisition strategy
Lead testing of new channels/products/ optimisation approach
Align optimisation cycles with buying, product schedule upload and weekly
sales figures
Keep up to speed with biddable trends for all the channels and markets
Develop planning, and execution of new content ideas and formats to
increase authority and relevance of the group’s sites, with the objective of
driving natural traffic and revenue growth
Support and influence Editorial with content strategy including collaborating
with third party influencers such as bloggers and journalists on a daily basis
A respectful but provocative attitude, always questioning, pushing, and
thinking
Ensure that useful, actionable and up-to-date information about the
consumer’s use of media and attitudes to commercial activity taking place
within those is made available to planning teams and briefed to agency
partners when required

Qualifications for strategist

Example of Strategist Job Description
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Candidate must be extremely detail-oriented, strong organizational skills, and
have the ability to manage multiple tasks simultaneously under tight
deadlines with a sense of urgency when applicable
Qualified candidates must have a minimum of 3 to 5 years’ experience in
digital media, social media, television or related field and a college degree or
comparable combination of education/experience and/or training
4-5 years experience in market research or media strongly preferred
Excellent analytical and mathematical abilities
Experience with survey software programs


